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public. Both leaders attempted with a core group of in- rheumatism is bothering her, 
to gain control of the media competents. Such supporters of but on the whole life isn’t bad, 
-through newspapers and Hitler were the barbaric and whiskey makes snow and rain 
radio. The media was used to violent SA and SS or for the more bearable.

___________________________  silence opponents by denying snitch, the select trendies who Haven’t finished the book
After observing the politics them media access and to pro- have been at university for yet. Publisher’s been sending

rather large individuals 
around with the idea of 
beating the text out of "me. The 
dogs have handled the situa
tion well.

My run for office is pro
ceeding as planned. I should be 
decimated, but I’ve banked the 
campaign funds.

How’s the family? Give 
them my best.

Cheers,

führer 
on campus?

of student government on this mote government programs countless years or who changed some 
the past few through propaganda.

Both the snitch and Hitler
faculties several times.campus over

years, I have come to the con
clusion that a fascist-oriented tried to appear as the Saviour 
group exists which is directed and defender of their people, 
by a charismatic leader known They were shown as the em- 
as the “snitch”.

Essentially, the real scum.
With the list of comparisons, 

I could go on for days, but I 
am constricted by space. To 
reiterate, the basic similarity 
of the two leaders is their pur
pose, which is the pursuit of 
power for power itself - as a 
means to an end.

Name withheld by Request

The National Tap bance 
Company of Canada 

10th Anniversary 
Celebrationbodim'ent of good and their 

The snitch has much in com- enemies, (France, Britain, and 
mon with Hitler. Both Hitler the Jews for Germany and the 
and the snitch felt that they University government and a 
could change the world by uncooperative student council 
changing the rules of politics, for UNB) as the embodiment of 
An example of this is the evil, 
economic policy of the snitch’s
and the Fuhrer’s overspending margin of support and had to ,
to keep the public’s favour, keep power in a less than Editor s Note: The opinions
Such overspending did create gentlemanly manner. The and/or accusations presented
such beneficial projects as Ger- snitch and the Führer tried to *n ™is letter are in no way All letters to the editor must

town beautification and control and neutralize enemies representative of the be typed or printed leglibly
Brunswickan, its editorial and double spaced, and signed 
board, staff, or publishers.

THE BEST 
OF TAP

VBoth leaders had a narrow
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the Blue Room redecorated, by lies and confusion (in 
These projects were heralded reference to the European 
as great triumphs of policy but Statesmen of the 1930’s or a 
they also served to deflect disorganized council of the 
public interest away from 1980’s). Both used intimidation 
government oppression and and dirty tricks on potential 
corruption. enemies whether it be

Both leaders were threatening a pro-Jewish priest
charimatic and excellent or frightening a pro- Dear Editor:
orators. These qualities allow- impeachment councillor. How are you? I am fine. The racist material. Letters over
ed them to manipulate both Both the Führer and the weather here has been pretty 250 words may be edited for
enemies and the apathetic snitch surrounded themselves awful and Annabelle’s brevity.
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Opens Saturday at the 

Playhouse, 8PM 
Playing until Saturday, 

November 22nd 
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along with a daytime phone 
I number. Names may be 

withheld under extreme cir-Tory Prepares 
For the Worst

cumstances, include a note 
with the letter requesting such 
if you wish. The Brunswickan 
will refuse publication of let
ters with libellous, sexist, or
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